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ANDREA flHl
FORUM: Students and faculty gather Tuesday to watt h the open forum about the pros and cons of
a faculty union The Faculty Senate hosted the forum

Open forum
addresses faculty
union concerns

Senior Reporter

One particular beverage has taken the college party scene by storm.
Its name is Four I/)ko.
Four Loko is one of several
energy-alcohol drinks on the
market. The beverage is made
with gaurana, taurine and caffeine. It has a 12 percent alcohol
volume, which is comparable to
almost three times the amount of a
regular beer.
Joe Kostelnik, owner of Campus
Quarters in Bowling Green, said he sells
about 35 cases of Four Ixiko a week.
"It is the most popular alcoholic item purchased as a single beverage,'' he said.
Senior Steven Topper has had the drink
several times.
"It is a very popular drink among University stu-

ByAsiaRapai
Reporter

Cartwright and ken Borland senior
vice president lor Academic Vflairs
and provost
Representatives
from
the
Representing the faculty were
Administration, Faculty Association I land lackson. Faculty Association
and Advocates for Academic president and associate profesIndependence discussed the merits sor of Political Science, and Sheri
and drawbacks of a faculty union at Wells-Iensen, associate professor
an open fontm Tuesday.
oi I nglish.
The Faculty Senate hosted the
Also for the faculty were guests
event. Each group gave Bve min- < beryl < asper. professor emeritus ol
ute opening statements and clos- Economics at Kent State University.
ing statements as well as answering and Ann Welsh, professor of
three previously prepared questions Management at the University "1
and questions from the audience.
FORUM
•5
Representing the Administration
were University President Carol

See DRINK I Page 5

Visual Communication Technology program goes green
By Savannah Hay

in the VCT program.
Donations and grants have also
been awarded to the program for
Beginning in summer 2009, Visual their green involvement.
Communications Technology pro"Ilnternational
Corrugated
gram started developing ways to go Packaging Foundationl is the foungreen with technology.
dation we received the grant from,"
One way they've been doing this said VCT instructor Laney Fugett.
was by participating in research with They have an application process
SETGO, a summer research program through their board of directors that
at the University dealing with sus- they encourage different universities
tainability on the web. The study con- to participate in.
centrated on measuring the amount
"Out of 30 different programs that
of energy used displaying a website had applied for it we were granted
on a computer monitor.
this equipment." Trautman said.
"The way you design a web page
In addition to the University,
can save the University $9,000 Illinois State University and Lewisor so a year," said Donna Kae Clark State College were among the
Trautman an associate professor top three voted schools to receive the
Reporter

and running because they
haven't given us space."
Donna Trautman I Associate Professor

grant for the CAD table, according to
the OF board of directors minutes.
ICPF informed the University
of receiving the grant in lanuary.
Fugett said.
"It's here, it's just not up and running because they haven't given us
space," Trautman said.
See VCT| PageS

WORLD PEACE DAY

TYLER STABILE

THE BG NEWS

COME TOGETHER: Members of the Arts Village and other students gathered along the way. created a human peace sign Tuesday evening in observance
of Wodd Peace Day The holiday is celebrated anually on September 21st

CAMPUS

University Dining

"Its here, it's just not up

FORUM

Services hosts produce
market in Union ova
By Emily Tucker

do this again and for
Tuesday was the first Local
Produce Market in the Union
oval, where students bought
fresh vegetables and tasty food
from chel demonstrations.
Sara Meyer, the marketing
and communications manager
for Dining Services, said Dining
Services began planning the event
near the end of the summer. Sirna
& Sons Produce, the supplier of
campus fond, provided the food
for the event.
The event was open to the campus and the community Students
had the chance to pay for food with
cash, Mil or credit cards. Food was
sold at wholesale prices
"The student turnout was great,
possibly because they could use
their meal plan,'' Meyer said. "We
definitely want to do this again and
for more than one day."
The market provided in-season
produce, including gourds, peppers
and pumpkins. Apples were the only
fruit available.
Student organizations, such as
Dance Marathon, Student Nutrition
Association and Student Ceramic
Organization were present at the
market. Meyer said Dining Services

SPORTS

Students buy fresh food

Women reporters denied respect

Men's soccer comes home

Dining Services held the Local Farmers

Columnist Kate Noftsinger believes the treatment

TSe men's soccer team will open a three-

Market outside the Union Tuesday,

sports reporter Ines Sainz received after claiming

game home stand against Wright State

allowing students to purchase fresh

New York Jets players were harassing her was unfair

Wednesday, after splitting a pair of away

food. See photos |P*jt>J

and showed a double standard for women | Paat 4

games over the weekend | Page 6

k

"We definitely want to

Reporter

more than one day."
:
contacted students groups in hopes
that they would attend
"U'e wanted to partner with student groups because students are
the most important customers,'
Meyer said.
Pat llannan. executive chef
of Dining Services, said Dining
Services wanted to provide fresh
food and cooking demonsii.i
tions for students. Every hour
different University chefs hosted
a demonstration.
"We wanted to bring in chefs to
create excitement and awareness,*
llannan said.
Human and Marissa Riffle, executive sous chef, provided the first
demonstration, where they showed
fire roasting methods and techniques. Hannan said they cooked
salmon and made corn salsa, tomato vinaigrette and other seasonings.
Anyone who stopped by was able to
MARKET

(S

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How do you feel about the unpredictable weather in
Bowling Green?
^p«w
ER:C DICKINSON
•■ Wmk | Senior. Geology
B>

PI "It's nice to know it can change at

Bbl

a

"y moment" | Pag* 4
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NATION BRIEFS
Georgia execution
delayed after
suicide attempt
ATLANTA- The Georgia

FBI informant
grilled at NY temple
bomb plot trial
NEW YORK (AP)-A paid FBI

Ohio exotic
dancer indicted
in dragging death
HAMILTON Ohio (AP)
indicted on murder charges in the

Angeles suburb of Bell were

that he told a businessman to offer

marijuana in Calilotnia won the

death o( a man authorities said was

among eight current and former

Rod Blagojevich millions of dollars

support Tuesday of the largest

dragged under her car for more

city officials arrested Tuesday in a

in exchange for being appointed

union in the state.

than a mile.

corruption scandal that authorities

to the US Senate seat vacated by

said cost the city more than $5

President Barack Obama

ing a bomb plot suspect into trying

who attempted suicide hours

to attack New York synagogues.

by injection

Manhattan jury during cross-examination Tuesday he bought meals

The court's order Tuesday

and paid rent for James Cromitie.

postponed the execution of
Brandon Joseph Rhode until

Hussam also testified he falsely

SAN FRANCISCO-A ballot
measure that would legalize

execution of a condemned man

Shahad Hussam told a

CHICAGO (AP) - Congressman

Largest union in
Calif, endorses pot
legalization

Jesse Jackson Jr denies a report

- An Ohio exotic dancer has been

before he was to be put to death

LOS ANGELES-The mayor

Jackson Jr. denies
report about
Blagojevich funds

and ex-city manager of the Los

informant has testified about coax-

Supreme Court is delaying the

Ex-city manager
among 8 arrested
in Calif scandal

WIRC

Police said 55-year-old Kristina
Hensley. of Higginsport. told

million in excessive salaries and

officers that she was hired lor a

illegal personal loans.

The Chicago Sun-Times

The 700.000-member
Service Employees International
Union California has 15 locals

reported Tuesday that businessman

representing workers in health

The district attorney's office

Raghuveer Nayak told the FBI

care, building services and state
and local government.

Thursday to give the 51-year-old

promised to make Cromitie "the

private show last month in 31-year-

a chance to file a new mental

happiest man on planet Earth' if he

old Jae Cho's home in Monroe,

said several former and current

Jackson instructed him to raise

completed his mission. The infor-

near Cincinnati. They said she

City Council members were taken

$6 million in campaign funds for

The possibility of members

mant was posing as a representative

reported that Cho kept touching

into custody along with ex-city

the then-governor. In a Tuesday

operating phone banks, walking

her inappropriately and that she

manager Robert Rizro and Mayor

statement. Jackson denied Nayak's

precincts and raising money makes

tried to leave. She said she jumped

Oscar Hernandez

allegation. He has long denied

the union a political powerhouse in

knowing anything about the

the state and a strong ally for the

alleged offer.

Proposition 19 campaign.

ll r.cy challenge.
Defense attorneys say
..ilatethe
Constitution's ban on cruel and
unusual punishment.

of a Pakistani terrorist organization
Cromitie and three other men
are accused of plotting to blow up

in front of her car when she tried to
drive away.

"This, needless to say. is
corruption on steroids." District

Rhode was scheduled to die

synagogues in the Bronx and shoot

lor the killings of a 37-year-old

down military planes in Newburgh.

man and two of his children

a 90-minute drive north. They were

Piper said Tuesday that Hensley

news conference, standing next to a

told the FBI he paid airfare for a

letter from SEIU California

arrested last year

was indicted on two counts ol

display of pictures of the suspects.

woman he described as a "social

president Bill Lloyd left unclear

murder and one count each of

The district attorney, state

acquaintance' of Jackson Jackson

how much time and money the

said the issue is a private matter

union would provide.

■

They ve pleaded not guilty

Suicide attempts hav-it they are rare
• ne Lawrence Reynolds
overdosed on an an|ide[ ■
..

to charges ol conspiracy to use

ken I

aircraft missiles to kill U.S. officers
and employees

I iii \sas

Attorney Steve Cooley said at a

aggravated robbery and failure to

attorney general and others have

stop after an accident

been investigating officials in the

weapons of mass destruction and
conspiracy to acquire and use anti-

the death chamber n March. He

Butler County Prosecutor Robin

Court records do not list an

small working-class city since it

The paper also reports Nayak

between him and his wife. Chicago
Alderman Sandi Jackson.

- Juliana Barbassa (AP)

Sandi Jackson has said both she

attorney for Hensley. She could

was disclosed this summer that

get up to life in prison il convicted

they were paying themselves

and her husband are thinking about

of murder.

huge salaries

running for Chicago mayor.

■ ■ iater.

However, the endorsement

- John Rogers (AP)

- Greg Bluestein (AP)

Ind. teen admitted to killing
brother, idolized TV killer
By Charle. Wilton
The Assoc tiled Press

RISING SUN. Ind. — A
southern Indiana teenager
who pleaded guilty l" murder confided that he wanted
to he just like the IV serial
killei Dextei a leu weeks
before he strangled his 10ve.ir old brother, his ex girlFriend testified Tuesday.
Alexis Murafski told a judge
about hei conversation with
uidrew Conley shortly after
the 18-year-old defendant
a.ul .i statement in court in
which he said he was sorry Inr
killing his brother and didn't
understand why he did so.
I lefense attorneys objected in prosecutors asking

Murafski about Conley's
interest in the Showtime
seiies Dexter,'' but Ohio
Circuit Court Indue lames
Humphrey allowed the testimony since Conley had
told police officers he felt
like the fictional character
after killing his brother.
Murafski, 15. testified that
Conley talked about the
Dexter character while they
wen1 walking in the small
Ohio River town of Rising Sun
near where Conner Conlcy's
body was later found.
She also testified that
Conley had told her he
had recently tried to commit suicide and had cut
himself because of arguments he had with her
and his parents.

ESSAGES

"I still have no
idea why this
happened but I
really wish I did."
Andrew Coiitey [ Defendai it

In the fifth day of the
sentencing hearing. Conley
was calm from his seat at
the defense table as he read
the statement, which took
just a few minutes.
"I am very sorry for murdering my little brother
ami I will never forget how
much he meant to me and
so many other people," he
said. "I still have no idea
why this happened but I
really wish I did.''

ABOUT

Unionization
and BGSU
I iu Faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU. and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Collective bargaining is important and ALL faculty should
carefully consider all the information and vote
> The University's position and communications, including reference
sources to support their arguments, are available at the following
website: http:' www.bgsu.edu/offices/provost/page77692.html
> II a union were to be formed, faculty members could still decline union
membership. However, they will typically be required to pay "Fair
Share" fees.

Moonshine remains
popular drink among
liquor hobbyists
By Michelle Locke
The Associated Press

The hobbyists are much
more adventurous and a lot of
fun," he said. "It's very much
White lightning, mountain a product of our time. We
dew, firewater — you know it are obsessed with authenticas the illicit substance made ity and we are obsessed with
in secret by tax-dodging craft, or at least a certain segmountain men and drunk by ment of our population is. It's
people looking to alter their part of the farmers market
reality in a serious way.
world. We all want to make
But hooch is being infused our own cheese. We all want
withu whole new spirit thanks to cure our own bacon. It's
to a new generation of home the same group that wants to
and professional distillers.
make their own booze."
"Moonshine is multifacUnlike curing your own
eted these days," said Max bacon, or even brewing your
Watman, who researched the own beer, however, distillunderground liquor industry ing spirits is illegal without a
for his book. "Chasing the government license, and they
White Dog."
aren't easy to get.
The idea of bootleg liquor
Still, the Bureau of Alcohol,
conjures up a vision of lazy Tobacco, firearms and
crcekside afternoons. And Explosives said illicit distillthere is a small population of ing isn't a significant problem.
moonshiners still carrying Though the economy in parout the mountain tradition. ticular has prompted more
But modern moonshine people to explore making
mostly falls into two differ- moonshine, a bureau spokesent categories, according woman said there hasn't been
to Watman. Sure, there are a big bust since the '90s and
criminal organizations that overall it's a much smaller
essentially prey on the poor. problem than in the past.
But there also is a burgeonTo meet the burgeoning
ing hobbyist scene made up interest, a number of compaof the same type of people nies have started selling stills.
that drove the microbrewed ingredients and directions
beer movement,
online, though most note that

A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on Vpremher 28.

- 'are much more
adventurous and
a lot of fun."
Max Watman | Author

it's advisable to check local
laws before producingalcohol.
There also are online forums
where enthusiasts can pose
questions and trade tips.
Making moonshine is as
easy as mixing a grain such
as com meal (though you can
make moonshine with just
about anything) with sugar,
water and yeast. Once it ferments, heat is used to draw
the vapors into coik'd tubing
that drips the distilled liquid
into a container.
While it may be easy, it is
not without risks. Made from
improper ingredients (such as
wood) or in a still made from
dangerous plumbing (such
as a car radiator, which contains lead), moonshine can be
riddled with toxic chemicals,
causing blindness, kidney
failure, even death, said Dr.
Robert Ciellcr. director of the
Georgia Poison Center.

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP
by our office &

> A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
If only 300 eligible faculty vote, and 151 vote for a union, the decision
will be decided by less than 19% of the faculty.

"The hobbyists

pick up the
New Listings!

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online al: www.johnnewloverealeslate.com
^^^^^^^^^ or al the rental office localed at:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Howler Street. Howling (Jreen. (Ill
Located Across From Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191354-2260
Hourv Mondai to Fridat • 8:311 to 5:30 • Saturday -11:30 to 5:00
For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

BGSU

CAMPUS
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A Fresh Start
Students take out their BGl cards for fresh fruit and vegetables in the Union oval

TOP LEFT: Students tale their place m line at the produce market which too* place Tuesday
afternoon in the Union oval Students could choose from a wide variety of of vegetables and other
seasonal goods while chefs from University Dining Services performed demos to show students how
to prepare meals from the food available The event was hosted by Dining Services.
BOTTOM LEFT: Sophomore David Dentson pays for his goods, as cashier Gloria Schooner assists
witn his purchase
TOP RIGHT: Doctorial students Ntklci Games and Jumei An discuss some of the various vegetables
available for sale
BELOW: Chef Brett Northcut demonstrates how to prepare Butternut Squash SOUD

WELLS
FARGO

There's a new major on campus:
Thrivology
When your costs are covered, you can experience college
to the max. We call that Thrivology. But when you're still
looking for a way to bridge the gap between the financing
you have and the financing you need, a private student loan
from Wells Fargo can really help.

One loan, lots of benefits:
• Variable rates, as low as 3.40% APR
• Generous loan limits
• No payments until six months after you leave school
Apply today and get your thrive on.

Wells Fargo student loans
Call: 1-888-512-2647
Click: wellsfargo.com/thrivology

Together we'll go far

. i ilankNA AlJi>glilsii"*-tvT«i All l<iirisurisii()(..iirlqudfc(K«lKxi.'MMiinjfTijn«diodpeK»iia|rtmdwn'^^":»

FORUM

"We wanted to bring in chefs to create excitement and awareness.
- Pat Hannan, executive chef of Dining Services, on Tuesday's produce market in the Union oval
[see story, pg. 1],
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How do youfeel about the unpredictable weather?
"I think a We
spontaneity never
lurt anyone, and it's

Its so random, one

"I like the variety of

'I love it it keeps me

day you have to wear

clothing I can wear

on my toes"

shorts, the next day

with the weather."

k

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

you haw to wear a

race out"

hoodie and pants'

ALLIE FURST,

SIARAHENSLFY.
Freshman,

Sophomore
Sculpture

a question7 Give us your

RJ.LINGOHR.
Junior.

ADAMMILHOUSE,
Jurrbr.

feedback at bgviewscom.

vcr

Architecture

Dietetics

Find the right jean size
for your body type

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

WEAK SAUCE

best, and that is what we all
want right?
How is one to know if their
jeans fit them properly? Well,
never fear, 1 have a solution to
your problems. By following
these few simple steps, you will
lust because it zips, doesn't be wearing pants that fit your
body and flatter your shape.
mean it fits.
First, if you have to lay down
finding pants that fit oui
boilies properly seems to be on your bed to put on your jeans
a huge problem here at the on with a crowbar and Vaseline,
University. List week, we tack- that is a clear indicator that your
led the issue of pants that may pants probably don't fit and you
be too large, such as sweat- should search for a larger size.
pants. I lowever. today we are
Second, if you put your pants
Roing to concern ourselves on and your muffin top is bulgwith the ever-popular skinny ing like something we can't
jean and jean size catastrophe. print in the news, we have a
Now, lets be real and serious problem.
A muffin top is not an accesget somewhat personal. 1
do not have the body of an sory and shouJd not be worn
Abercrombie and Pitch model, as such. You should hide it by
but I would not be found in a not having your pants push it
Hig and Tall catalog either.
up, but if they do, make sure yi HI
When it conx'S to body pro- don't wear a tight fitting shirt
portion, 1 iim your Average loe. that will show the outline of it.
I wear a size :i5-36 waist size
Third, you are allowed lo
in men's jeans, which is about have jeans that are slightly
snug and fit your body shape,
avenge, maybe slightly below.
I could go into a retail store but not ones that look like they
and put on a pair of 34 waist were painted on your legs. If
size jeans and 1 could get them you sit down and feel like the
on and zip them up. However, button is going to pop off, your
the process of getting them on pants might rip at the seam, or
'would be comparable to that you're kxing feeling In any part
.of trying to squeeze a water- of your body, the pants might
melon down a drainpipe. be too tight. Consider getting
Things like that should just a larger size because you will
be doing yourself and all those
not be attempted.
Enough about me. let's get around you a favor.
down to business, ladies and
Finally, I want to clarify that
gentlemen, if your body shape you don't have to be a "twig" to
does not allow you to wear skin- be beautiful or handsome. I am
nyjeansor small size jeans, there not living in the skinny world;
however, I am buying clothes
is nt nhing wn nig with that.
A person can still be beautiful that fit my body shape and flator handsome and not be able ter me. Everyone is different
to wear smaller sizes. Buying and beautiful in their own way.
clothes that fit your body shape Find what makes you look your
are going to make you look your best and run with it.

SAM KILURMANH ! WBGNiWS

Female reporter faced inappropriate comments because of clothing
insecurities. Perfecting imperfections is an obnoxiously
lucrative business.
In 2008, Sirens reported
American women average
about $12,000 a year on personal adjustments. "Looking
Why do we hate beautiful good" isn't so much a compliment as it is positive reinforcewomen?
It's no secret that our soci- ment that one's money has
ety values the good-looking, been well spent.
With so many women budwhich may he why our nation
is also home to a vicious beauty geting for beauty, it must be a
industry that preys on people's triumph to be found aestheti-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us ar rhenews(S>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

BECKY TENER. MANAGING EDITOR
ALISSAffNEIU, NEWS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO. WEB EDITOR
JASON HENRY, CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCHI, DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall

ANDREA FEHL, PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

PAUL BARNEY.SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site; http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

asked about the future, she
explained the matter is "in
the hands of the NFL."
But Scott continued to
frame the story as a temptress
seeking revenge. Then, sensing the end was near, Scott
dropped the bomb and asked
if she was asking for it based
on her MySpace photos.
But this issue is about more
than jeans and MySpace. It's
yet another instance of gender policing. The underlying
opinion is thai women don't
belong in the locker room and
any discomfort once inside
NOFTSINGER

(S

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page

THE BG NEWS

cally pleasing. Right? Wrong. "[It's] kind of like rape, and in a court of
America loves to hate beautilaw, rape will never be justified because
ful women. Take for instance
lnes Sainz. The reporter for
of the clothes a victim was wearing."
Mexico's IV Azteca was COOTingthe New York lets when the
team began lo "pester" her.
by other media personnel I ler interview was a joke. She
She tweeted that she was who observed the locker must have known it. But she
dying of embarrassment" room antics. Is that how she still calmly retorted, "They fit.
but later said, "in no moment really feels? Probably not. I don't think they're bad."
To be clear, Sainz didn't
did I even feel offended, But who wants to lose a job
have to answer the question.
much less at risk or in danger in this economy?
As Fox slyly cut to pictures Sexual harassment is kind of
while there."
When approached with of her outfit, upholding their like rape and in a court of law,
an apology, she immediately pledge to fair and balanced rape will never be justified
caved. In an interview with news coverage, John Scott because of a victim's clothes.
Her humiliating televiFox News, she insisted she eloquently asked, "Could they
sion appearance was a subnever used the words sexual get any tighter, those jeans?"
harassmentandthesituation
Scott and the entire station servient bow to the boys
was blown out of proportion had already condemned her. club she offended. When

MARISHA PIETROWSKI.C0PY CHIEF
JAMES BERO. FORUM EDITOR
MATTUASSE, PULSE EDITOR
KATE SNYDER, IN FOCUS EDITOR
JESS JAMES,SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for venfication purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to rhenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity belore pnn'.ing. The
editor may change the headfcnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG Newt
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BLOTTER

11:04 P.M.

MON.,SEPT.20
1:36 P.M.
A vehicle within the 200 block of
E. Napoleon Road had its tires
slashed for the second time in
three weeks.

A resident within the 800 block
of E. Napoleon Road reported
that an unwanted individual
threatened to burn the apartment
complex down.

FORUM

eliminate the chance to try
other opt ions.
"To jump to the conclusion that plan B of collective
bargainning is the solution,
because we don't feel that
plan A has worked, is a bad
bet," Chapin said. "A bet on
plan B eliminates all hope for
a plan C, and we feel that the
best plan, C, is to work with
the new administration."
One of the previously prepared questions addressed
how well faculty unions in
Ohio have supported nontenure and tenure faculty.
Welsh used her experience with unions to
answer the question for
the Faculty Association.
"The notion t hat a contract is
one size fits all makes it sound
like a hospital gown, and we
all know hospital gowns are
one size fits none," Welsh said.
"Contracts fit institutions and
institutional priorities. They
belong to you. It's not something that is imposed upon
you. It comes from you."
Borland said the question
is important to consider but
stressed that the current system at the University is strong
in dealing with the diffemt
types of faculty members.
"I'm not confident collective bargaining units have
provided non-tenure track
faculty anything more
secure than what i see in our
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charter," he said. "The charter restricts what can and
can't be done in regard to
nontenure track faculty."
Another point addressed
by all parties was what faculty could expect to receive
from union representation
that could not be acheived
without it.
Buerger said the faculty
could expect to receive nothing new that would be positive from a union. He added
tliat a union could change
working conditions.
"That is one of our fears
for collective bargainning as
well," he said.
The Faculty Association
stressed that their contract
would be secure if they were
in a union.
"The contract that we
would negotiate would be
a legally binding contract,"
lackson said.
Cartwright spoke for the
administration by supporting
the current system.
'The University charter provides as much protection and
more of a voice than a union
contract," Cartwright said.
()nequestionaskedthrough
8 mail was about the respect
between faculty members
and administrators. The person gave statisitcs from the
Faculty Climate Survey for
2010, stating 29 percent of
faculty strongly disagreed

Cincinnati. Casper and Welsh
offered their opinions based
on experiences they have had
ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for
with unions.
fc the complete blotter list
Representing the AAI
were
Travis
Chapin,
associate professor and
1:40 P.M.
chair of Construction
Complainant reported that an
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individual barred from contacting W [ J I If Y
Management, and Michael
her via phone or text has started
Buerger, associate profesor
sending threats througl i the mail. We want to correct all factual errors
of Criminal Justice.
if you think an error has been made.
Administration representacall The BG News at 419-372-6966
tives spoke of their concerns
with a unior., primarily that
prove that the combination of it would lie a loss of independence and efficiency.
alcohol and caffeine was safe.
"A union will box in indeThe article also stated the
From Page 1
FDA was prompted to send pendent faculty and supdents," Topper said "It's cheap this letter when attorney portive administrators for
and. it does the trick."
generals from 18 different years to come," Borland said.
Four I.oko isn't always fun states complained that the "Consider the loss of your indeand games. The FoodandUrug drink was creating wide- pendence, no certainty about
administration is beginning awake drunks who were salaries, and loss of your voice
to crack down on caffeinated unable to judge their level within a union."
alcoholic beverages, according of impairment.
The Faculty Association
toanarticle in The Washington
Although Kostelnik said members spoke in support
Post. last November, the FDA alcohol and caffeine may for a union to protect faculty
sent a letter to 30 manufac- not be a good mix, he does members' negotiations and
turers warning'There are no not believe it is unsafe to allow their needs to be heard
food additive regulations that the extent that it needs to by the adnunist ration.
permit the addition of caffeine be banned.
We don't necessarily want
at any level in alcoholic beverFor now, Four l.oko still to be in the position of trustages."
remains on the market and ing in the good faith of people
The agency then gave the is sold at various locations whom we have not even met
when the new administration
companies one month to in Bowling Green.
comes in as we know that they
will," Wells-lensen said.
The AAI said a union would
more acres of forest land in
the United States than there
From Page 1
was 20 years ago," she Bald
Tom Lambert. He used
He said he tried salmon
This past summer the pro- "IWhilel 62 trillion spam cMediterranean techniques with corn salsa and tomato
gram was also given a dona- mails sent may contribute to
to make potato gnocchi vinaigrette. The tomato vinFrom Page 1
tion for a flatbed UV printer, green house gasses equivalent
aigrette was his favorite, and
and basil pesto.
which is currently running. to 2 billion gallons."
Sophomore Mark Krause he said he would come back
taste the food.
11 .mi 111.1 n said.
At the end of the semesChef Brett Northcutt held was one of a few students to the market if the event
"Along with that we were just ter, students in her class will
the second demonstration, who stayed for every chef were held again.
given a software donation as have an open house for a
Meyer and Hannan said
and roasted squash and demonstration. He said he
well," she said. "Its about a 3 special project.
made soups. Chef Brent liked the food from the fire in the future they want
million dollar donation from
"Every student has to get a
the market to occur every
Carlson made seasonal roasting demonstration.
ESKO. So we are in the process package and reverse engi"It was delicious," Krause two weeks for at least
salads for the third demof putting these three things neer |it|; identifying how it's
onstration, and the final said. "I've been trying to three months during the
been produced using green
together to go in one lab."
fall semester.
demonstration was by Chef learn about cooking."
Trautman also teaches standards or not," Trautman
a class offered for VCT said Tl'hey will identify! how
majors about sustainabil- to improve the package or
aur.-:
In Brenton, Alabama, there is a law in the
address how to make the pal k
ity in technology.
town's books against riding down the
"We actually have 12 million age green if it's not ahead?*
street In a motor boat.

CORRECTION

DRINK
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MARKET

with the statement that faculty members at the University
are treated with respect by
campus administrators.
Cartwright
addressed
Borland's actions in communicating with faculty.
'That is the way you build
respect: one conversation at
a time, one meeting at a rime,
one action at a time that is
derived from what you hear
about the frustrations and the
concerns of faculty and other
groups as well. I think he's
already on the right path to
building respect," she said.
Chapin said the perception of a lack of respect
might not mean there really
is a lack of resepect.
"There may be a communication problem more
than an actual lack of
respect," he said.
Wells-lensen said the
Faculy Association wants
to establish a consistent
position of strength for the
faculty members.
"The fact that we need to
rely on the goodwill of the
good man is problematic
for the future of the academy once that good man
has gone somewhere else,"
she said.
Secret ballots will be sent
Friday for full-lime faculty
to vote for or against unionization between Sept. 28
and Oct. 12.
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is deserved. There's no such
thing as the WNFL Women
have no business talking
about football, unless it's a
cheer accompanied by spirit
Patriarchy will to see to that.

.
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Men's soccer takes on Wright State
Falcons begin three-game
homestand as they prepare for
beginning of conference play
By Bryan Filipponi

Crusaders record to 5-0-1.
I he Falcons will have some
extra incentive to win the match
I In- BG men's soccer team will against WSU, with the 1-75 cup
begin their three-game home going to the victor.
The trophy idea spawned from
stand on Wednesday against
the two teams head coaches,
Wright State University.
The match will be held at Eric Nichols and Bryan Davis,
Cochrane Field with a kkkoff time prior to the 2010 season. The
spoils of victory will he kept by
at -I p.m.
li will mark the Falcons' third the winning school until the
straight game versus a Horizon two teams' next meeting.
league opponent The Falcons
Wright State enters the match
follow up the match against WSU. with a record of 4-2-0. The Haiders
with a game Sunday against began the season with four
straight wins, three of which they
Lipscomb University at II a.m.
BG heads into the match held t heir opponents scoreless.
Wednesday boding a record
However,
the
Raiders
of 1-2-2 (0-1-0 in Mid-American have dropped their last two
Conference!.
games with a 0-2 shutout to
last week the I a Icons were Marshall and a 2-3 home loss
able to split a pair of away to St. Bonaventure.
games, i he Falcons beat Detroit
The overall record between
University 1-0, with junior the two teams currently stands
Max Weston scoring and Chris with WSU narrowly holding the
Jurtovskl assisting in the 62' edge 5-4-2. At Cochrane Field
the series is deadlocked at 2-2-2.
minute ofl .i free kick set play.
Weston leads the team with The Raiders were able to beat the
five points, including scoring Falcons in last year's meeting,
two of the Falcons' last three snapping the Falcons' previous
goals. Falcons' goalkeeper two-game win streak.
Miguel Rosales made two saves
The Falcons' defense and goalin record his second clean sheet keeper are the backbone of the
of I he season.
team, as the team has allowed
However, (he Falcons fell only eight goals in eight games
to undefeated Valparaiso played. However, the offense has
Sunday night.
also put up just eight goals on
Valpo scored one time the season. The Falcons have
in each half on their way to also been shut out in three of
the 2-0 victory, bringing the their last five contests.

ANDRtAFEHLI THtBGNEWS
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Stepping up to lead the way
s enior

oelle Spitler takes on
squad
lea dershi P role for voile

mind when deciding where to
play college volleyball.
"1 committed [to Xavierl when
When Noelle Spitler walked I was a junior in high school,"
away from volleyball at Xavier Spitler said. "I feel like 1 made
University, she thought she was the decision kind of in a hurry.
It was a big school and a big
done with the game for good.
Now, more than two years later, name. I think 1 made the deciSpitler is one of two senior lead- sion really fast based on all the
ers on a young Falcon volleyball wrong reasons."
squad in pursuit of yet anothSpitler played in just 11 sets
er Mid-American Conference her freshman year at Xavier,
championship under head coach and quickly realized she was
unhappy with her decision.
DeniseVanDeWalle.
The B'2" senior middle has
"It didn't take me long in the
shown she can be a force on the season to change my mind," she
court, especially at the net. This said. "I quit at the end of the
is Spitler's third season with the season, and I didn't want to play
team, and the first in which she volleyball at all. anywherehas taken on a major role as
Even after several conversaboth a player and a leader.
tions with Van De Walle about a
Through 14 matches this possible transfer to BG, Spitler
season, Spitler leads the team was doubtful about continuwith 31 blocks. She has also ing her volleyball career. She
shown flashes of dominance on visited the University, spoke
offense, posting 108 kills and a with Van De Walle, and knew
.234 attack percentage.
about the BG volleyball proBut Spitler may have never gram, but it was something else
experienced a senior season that finally persuaded Spitler to
of volleyball if not for coach change her mind.
Van De Walle and the BG
"1 woke up in the middle of
volleyball program.
the night," Spitler said. "1 had
Spitler grew up in Toledo, just a dream about it. and I thought,
20 minutes from Bowling Green, 'I've got to play.' I called my mom
but she had other options in and said I was going to call i Van
By Justin Ontlow
Reporter
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De Walle] and tell her."
Spitler was apprehensive at
first about continuing her volleyball career, but she felt Van
De Walle was a different kind of
coach who facilitates a very positive atmosphere for the team
and the program. Van De Walle
has had a spectacular coaching
career, and has developed a lot
of fantastic players.
"Coming in as a sophomore,
we had some really strong players and were really good that
season," Spitler said. "She has
a strong history of good players,
so I think it gave me something
to look up to."
Van De Walle felt that Spitler
could be one of those players.
After Spitler had talked to her
about playing for BG, Van De
Walle did research and contacted Spitler's former coaches.
"Everyone we talked to said
she could be a really good player
in the future, but that she would
have to work harder than she
was used to," Van De Walle said.
"They all said she had the height
and was coachable. We had the
opening so we took her, and I'm
SeeSPITUR|Page7
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Following the leader
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Junior Drew Preston named lone captain of men's golf team
it when the guys come up to
me and ask for advice and
help," he said.
The first thing one notices
Because golf is an individwhen talking with Drew ual sport, how Preston interPreston is his composure.
acts with him teammates on
Preston was recently the course during the tournanamed captain of the men's ments is interesting.
golf team by the other eight
"Well. I rarely get to see any
members of the golf team.
of them when we are playCoach Garry Winger ing, but I take it upon me to
didn't choose the cap- make sure everyone is ready
tain, but was happy with before each round and just
be a positive influence when
Preston's nomination.
"Preston is a great player, I can," Preston said.
Preston said he like to
he's been around for a few
years and had his share of make easy short putts on the
success and down times,'' practice green, just to boost
Winger said. "I'm happy the his confidence.
"I like to think I'm a pretty
team chose him. he's a great
leader, and I'm sure he will relaxed golfer out there," he
said. "But you have to be
do fine."
Preston was pleased to be prepared before you can go
out and play."
honored by his teammates.
"It's nice to know they
Preston said his favorite
look up to me, I never really golfer is Fred Couples.
"Fred always seems so
thought of me as a captain,"
relaxed when he plays,"
Preston said.
Preston is only a junior, but Preston said. "He always
even the young men's team looks like he is having a
needs someone to look up to good time, that's how I
like to play."
when the coach isn't there.
When Preston was a fresh"1 look at being the captain as more of a responsi- man, heand teammate Parker
bility than just a title. I like llewit formed a relationship
By Bri.-nd.in Packtrt
Reporter

between the tivo them. They
would both work with each
other through their freshman and sophomore years
improving each other's game.
Now Preston and Hewit are
the ones looked up to help
the six freshmen and sophomores on the team.
"I love the depth we have
this year," Preston said. "Last
year there were only five of us,
but now if someone is having an off week, someone can
step up."
Off the course, Preston
enjoys watching and playing hockey. He has been
playing hockey since he
was 3, and only took up golf
when he was 11.
"No one in my family ever
played golf, I just started playing with my friends one day,"
Preston said. "But hockey is
still my favorite sport by far."
A native of Ada, Mich.,
east of Grand Rapids,
Preston grew up a Detroit
Red Wings fan.
"I still try to get to at least
one game a year," he said.
"They're hard to watch on
television because in BG we
aren't in the Detroit market."
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named captain of
the team.

Next week. BG will host
their yearly tournament, the
John Piper Intercollegiate at
Stone Ridge Golf Course in
Bowling Green.
"It's really exciting to host
a tournament," Preston said.
"Mainly because it's a week
away from traveling, and we
get to sleep in our own beds.
We won it last year and we
want to try and win again
this year."
As a whole, Preston thinks
the team is capable of competing against good schools
and finishing high on the
leader boards.
"I've got a good feeling
about these guys," Preston
said. "We just have to go out
and play consistently and
try our best; we can't win
if we don't try. I'm going to
try my best to make sure
we succeed not by ourselves,
hut as a team."
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Mangini attempts to straighten out 0-2 Browns
By Tom Withers

For the second straight
game, Cleveland's starting
quarterback — this time, it
BEREA, Ohio — Browns was backup Seneca Wallace
coach Eric Mangini must filling in for injured starter
have felt like he was at home Jake Delhomme — threw
in his living room scolding a costly interception. For
his three young sons.
the second straight game,
For the second straight the Browns failed to score
Monday, Cleveland's coach in the second half as their
stood in front of his players offense disappeared. For
and lectured them about the second straight game,
their Sunday sins.
Cleveland's defense played
Too many penalties. good enough to win.
Too many turnovers. Too
And, for the second
many mistakes.
straight game, the Browns
Too this. Ibo that.
came up short.
"They're tired of me say"We were leading both
ing it, and I'm tired of saying games," said wide receiver
it," an exasperated Mangini Mohamed Massaquoi, slightsaid. "We can't have penal- ly shaking his head. "We
tics. We can't. We can't turn turned the ball over. We had
the ball over. We can't do it. too many penalties in the secWe'll drill it, we'll talk about ond half. We just didn't finish
it, we'll review it, we'll ana- the way we're supposed to."
lyze it. You can't expect to
See, the Browns are listenwin close games."
ing to Mangini. They're just
"Two games decided by m >t doing what they're told.
lake kids.
five points with big swings in
This is not the start the
momentum, you can't do it."
The Browns (0-21 dropped Browns wanted — nor the
their second straight winna- one Mangini may need to
ble game, a 16-14 lass to the keep his job.
While there's no eviKansas City Chiefs in a game
that was almost identical to dence team president
their 17-14 loss at Tampa Bay. Mike Holmgren is ready to
The Associated Press

make any drastic moves,
the Browns have no breaks
in their schedule over the
next seven weeks, and
without a win or two or any
significant improvement,
the cries for Mangini's dismissal already filling the
air on sports talk shows
will get louder.
The Browns, though, still
have optimism despite losing
to two teams they felt they
should have beaten.
"We know we're a better
team and we just handed
out victories," cornerback
Eric Wright said. "We were in
situations where we should
have won two games and we
lost them."
Mangini's post-mortem
on Cleveland's latest loss,
which dropped the Browns
to 1-11 in home openers
since 1999, focused on
the team's self-inflicted
wounds (nine penalties for
78 yards) and the offense's
inability to move the ball in
the second half.
With Wallace under center in his 15th career start,
Cleveland gained only 55
yards and three first downs
— one came on a penalty —

after halftime. The Browns
were predictable and unable
to find any holes in Kansas
City's defense, which ended
last season as the NFL's
30th-ranked unit and had a
short week after playing on
Monday night.
After reviewing tape,
Mangini said he wished he
had used moreof the "Wildcat"
package with wide receiver
Joshua Cribbs at quarterback
and Wallace lined up on the
edge. The Browns used it only
once, with Cribbs picking up
1 yard on a 3rd-and-3.
"Looking back, it's something I would have done more
in retrospect," said Mangini,
adding offensive coordinator
Brian Daboll concurred with
his assessment. "We talked
about it this morning. Both of
us agreed, we should've run
it more — to get Josh more
touches. I le's got a chance on
any play."
The Browns don't have
many playmakers. Cribbs.
who returned two kickoffs
for touchdowns against the
Chiefs last season, is t he club's
best home-run hitter — and
maybe even their best runner.
Mangini isn't the only one

SPITLER

ily atmosphere, and has
been a strong leader for
the team this season.
"Noelle's kind of like the
mother hen," Isphording
said. "She brings everybody in together. There
are times on the court
when it's her and five
freshmen. She definitely
is in control, always has
a level head, and always
is thinking about the
next point."
Although the young
Falcon squad is 5-9 this
season, the team is coming off three key wins last
weekend in Pittsburgh.
With
Mid-American
Conference play beginning Sept. 24, Van De
Walle will be looking for
Spitler to continue toward
reaching her potential,
and provide a spark for
the Falcons.
"I have a great feeling
about her," Van De Walle
said. "I believe she's
going to blossom. She
hasn't hit her potential
yet, |but| when she does,
it's going to be really
exciting to watch."

From Page 6
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very glad that we did."
Junior Susie Isphording
is not only Spitler's teammate but also one of her
close friends. Isphording
has played with her since
Spitler transferred from
Xavier, and feels Spitler
provides a level of intensity and leadership on
the court.
"She's always positive
and she's very intense,"
Isphording said. "She just
works really hard. She's a
big asset to our team. We
would be lost without her."
Both
Spitler
and
Isphording feel that
there is a family atmosphere on the team, and
that each player is developing a special bond
with one another.
"This is the first time
at BG that I felt most
comfortable as far as
our team chemistry,"
Isphording said.
She also feels Spitler has
helped facilitate that fam-

"We can't have penalties. We can't. We
can't turn the ball over. We can't do
it. We'll drill it, we'll talk about it, we'll
review it, we'll analyze it. You can't
expect to win close games."
EitcManq«!i|Clev

oach

who would like to see Cribbs won't tolerate mistakes from
get the ball more.
those currently on the field.
"Everybody know- that losh
"I don't really see it as me
can do once he has the ball in benching anybody." he said.
his hands.' Massaquoi said "1 see it as either hold onto ball
"Special things happen when and gel carries or you don't
hold onto the ball and you
he has the ball."
Mangini did not have any don't get carries. The same
update on Delhomme, who thing with penalties. Either
injured his right ankle while you stay onsides or you don't.
throwing an interception in If you jump offsides on third
last week's game at Tampa down, then we're not going
Bay. Delhomme was in a to play you on third down.
walking boot on the side- I hat's it. We'll put somebody
line Sunday. Mangini prom- else in and if they beat us
ised he would have further on the play, they beat us on
information on Wednesday. the play.
when the Browns begin pre"If that person's maybe not
paring for this week's game exactly who ue would want
in Baltimore.
on that play, it's going to be
Mangini did not promise better than giving away a
any wholesale lineup chang- first down. We've got to do it.
es, but made it clear that he ["here's no alternative.''
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Republicans block bill
to lift 'don't ask, don't
teir law in military
By Ann. Fbh.rty
The Associated Press

change the law. If Democrats
lose seats in the upcoming
elections this fall, repealing the ban could prove
even more difficult — if not
impossible — next year.
"The whole thing is a
political train wreck," said
Richard Socarides, a former
White House adviser on gay
rights during the Clinton
administration.
Socarides said President
Barack Obama "badly miscalculated" the Pentagon's
support for repeal, while

WASHINGTON — Senate
Republicans on TAiesday
blocked legislation that would
have repealed the law banning gays from serving openly
in the military.
The partisan vote was a
defeat for Senate Democrats
and gay rights advocates, who
sawthebill astheir last chance
before November's elections
to overturn the law known as
Democrats made ontya "token
"don't ask, don't toll."
With the 56-43 vote. effort" to advance the bill.
"If it was a priority for the
Democrats fell short of the
60 votes needed to advance Democratic leadership, they
the legislation. It also would would get a clean vote on this,"
have authorized $726 billion he said.
Democratic Sens. Blanche
in defense spending including
Lincoln and Mark Pryor
a pay raise for troops.
Senate I )emocrats attached of Arkansas sided with
the repeal provision to the Republicans to block the bill.
defense bill in the hopes that Senate Majority I-eader Harry
Republicans would hesitate Reid, D-Nev., also voted
to vote against legislation that against the measure as a proincluded popular defense cedural lactic. Under Senate
programs. Rut GOP legisla- rules, doing so enables him
tors opposed the bill anyway, to revive the bill at a later date
thwarting a key part of the if he wants.
Republican Sen. Susan
Democrats' legislative agenda.
Now, gay rights advocates Collins of Maine had been
said they worry they have Been as the crucial 60th vote
lost a crucial opportunity to because she supports over-

WASHINGTON — Attorneys
for Judge G. Thomas
Porteous arc wrapping up
their defense before a Senate
impeachment panel in a
case that could make him
the eighth federal judge to
be removed from the bench.
Porteous' attorneys are
calling the last of some two
dozen witnesses who have
testified over two weeks. Both
sides will present closing
arguments to the full Senate
later this year just before a
final vote on the judge's fate,
possibly in late November.
The House voted unanimously in March to bring
four articles of impeachment against Porteous, a
U.S. district judge for the
New Orleans-based Eastern
District of b>uisiana. A twothirds Senate vote is needed

arcane Senate
procedures."
Jim Marioy| Spokesman
turning the military ban. But
Collins agreed with her GOP
colleagues that Republicans
weren't given sufficient
chance to offer amendments.
Reid allowed Republicans
the opportunity to offer only
one amendment to address
GOP objections on the military's policy on gays.
Collins said she planned
to vote against advancing
the bill unless Democrats
agreed to extend debate so
that her colleagues could
weigh in on other issues.
|im Manley, a spokesman
for Reid, said the senator
would be willing to allow
more debate on the bill after
the November elections.
"Today's vote isn't about
arcane Senate procedures." Manley said. "It's
about a GOP's pattern of
obstructing debate on
policies important to the
American people."

ByDarltn. Sup.rvill.

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama on Tuesday
awarded the Medal of Honor
to an Air Force chief master sergeant who died saving three fellovs airmen In
Laos, Mi hi
tcp( undei
wraps fur
1
because the Vietnam-era
mission was secret.
"Today your nation finally
acknowledges and fully honors your father's bravery,"
Obama said told the three
sons of Richard L. "Dick'
Etchberger at an awards ceremony in the East Room of
the White House.
"Even though it's been 42
years, it's never ton late to do
the right thing Obama said
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ACROSS

1 Urge
5 It's not what It pretends to be
9 Chef's topper
14 Vesuvius flow
iSO'Harahome
16 Prevent
17 Pins and needles holder
18 Capital of Rhone department
19 Military Mesaver
20 Apple hater's purchase?
23 Grind, as teeth
24 Prefix with -naut
25 Bygone French coin
28 Aliens, for short
29 Dnve up the wall
31 Guerrero y Oaxaca
34 Run the show
36 City of NE Italy
37 2004 Daytona 500 winner
42 Gaming pioneer
43 Mends, as socks
44 Divided differently, as city land
47 10 mi, on a clear day. e.g.
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up there.'"
Richard btchberger, Son
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artery: forearm blood vessel
"Wichita Lineman" singer
Bordeaux brother
Biblical physician
Qualified
Mystiques
Life sentences?
Nothing, in Normandy
Takes a look inside?
Homes colloquially
Ocular malady

Help Wanted
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Help Wanted

Nanny wanted in BG for 2 toddler
boys. Mondays or Thursdays. 9-4
Email: brittany@wcnet.org

Need childcare in our Perrysburg
home 2 days per week, 9am-4pm.
Call (419) 872-1693.

PT counter help needed, must be
avail 1-6pm. 2-3 days per week
and 8-2 on Saturdays.
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners
1204W.Wooster, BG.

Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 16. Call after 8pm.
no exp Call 419-332-2279

TAX PREPARER
Free tax school!
Earn extra income
after taking course.
Flexible schedules.
convenient locations
Register now! Courses start 9/22.
Call 419-353-9009.
Liberty Tax Service
Small fee tor books.

The Wood County Juvenile
Detention Center is accepting
applications for the position of
part-time DETENTION OFFICER
Responsibilities include supervising detained residents to ensure
the safety, security, health and
welfare of all detained residents
and staff This position is also responsible for maintaining full compliance with local, state and federal regulatory requirements and
ensuring that all work duties are
performed in accordance with the
Detention Center's established
policies and procedures Candidates must possess a high school
diploma College coursework in
Criminal Justice or a related field
or other related job experience is
preferred Minimum age of
applicants must be 21 or older.
Starling rate of pay is $10.27/hr
($10 77/hour on 3rd shift)
Send resumes to:
Richard Schmidbauer, Director of
Detention. 1032 S Dunbridge Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402,
(419)352-3554, or email us at:
rschmidbauer@co wood oh.us.
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Wait staff needed, must work
Sundays, soph or junior pref.
Contact Key at: 419-874-7079

For Sale
$155 full size pillow top
mattress set. (new) in plastic.
Call 419-707-2954
New sofa, still in box, $275.
Microfiber. lifetime warranty.
Call 419-897-9062

For Rent
1.2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as $225/mo.
see CartyRentals com
1 &2BR apts. 1/1/11 avail, all next
to campus. 419-353-0325. 9-9
Brand new & updated!
1 & 2BR's, great location,
laundry on-site. $510-395/mo.
Call 419-354-6036.
Medium sized 3BR house, W/D,
A/C, avail NOW! $700/mo + utils
Call 419-601-3225

Now taking applications for
11-12 SY, houses on Wooster

Call 419-353-0325. 9-9
also see CartyRentals.com

MILAGE

APARTMENIS

* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 ♦
• Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
• Heat included*

E3 2E

aardvarkspe.com

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road -f^Y
in Bowling Green

Mnui. MON.-CRI. 10-0, TUBS. UNTIL S

aardspeQaardvarkspe.com

419 354-6681.
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just doing my job

Like a couch potato
Give birth
Shapiro of NPR
Before, before
Longtime tire brand
At all
Geological depression, and what the first
word of 20-. 37-and
56-Across is
"What's My Line?"
panelist Francis
Explore reefs, in a way
Construction pieces
Confederate color
Take away
Beneficianes of Bill
Buckner's famous
World Series error
Phoned document
1921 scl-fi play
Nostalgic period

53
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39
40
41
45
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ANSWERS

Custom imprinted wearables

"He would just be
here saying, 'I was

Heavy hammer
It may be pending
Tonsil neighbors
Vagabonds might
nde them
5 Normandy town
decimated in WWII
6 Powerful punch
7 Soap-on-_
8 Farm fertilizer
9 Bnng under control
10 No longer
hung up on
11 Logical abbr.
12 Ocean State sch.
13 Mail Boxes _
21 Give one's two cents
22 How-__: Instruction
books
25 Change text
26 Because, e.g.: Abbr.
27 One at a
keyboard, often
30 JVC competitor
32 Uncovers, as
evidence
33 Inserts
34 Duties Airport
terminal designer
Saarinen
35 Stop
37 Nyctophobe's fear
38 Suit to _

48 Eggs In labs
51 Principal tonality, as
of a concerto

e DKs news
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One of the sons said afterward that his father would
have been humbled to
receive the nation's highest
military honor.
"He would be here just saying I was doing my job up
there,'" Richard Etchberger
tuld reporters.
A native of Hamburg, Pa„
Etchberger was an electronics expert without formal
combat training in March
1968 when he single-handedly kept the North Vietnamese
enemy at bay while helping
evacuatewoundedcomrades
from their radar station on
a remote Laotian mountain
after coming under attack.
The
next
morning,
Etchberger managed to get
three wounded comrades

r

who has been suspended WANTED KARAOKE SINGERS!
Must be able to have fun!
from hearing cases, also is
EVERY THURS alter Power Hour
accused of filing a fraudu- at Campus Quarters Sports Bar
lent bankruptcy and lying to
Congress when the Senate
confirmed him as a federal
Help Wanted
judge in 1994.
These rise above going to
lunch a couple of times," Sen. 'BARTENDING! up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training prolames Risch. K-Idaho, said.
vided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Porteous
sat
quietly
Anthony Wayne Lacrosse Club
throughout the trial, at times looking tor PT JV & varsity head
shaking his head as witnesses & asst coaches tor 2010-2011
offered damaging testimony. Competitive wage. For more info,
go to awlacrosse.com
I le has not testified.
Submit resumes to:
Two attorneys who once
coathing@awlacrosse.com
worked with him testified
Employees needed to perform
that they gave him thoulight production work w/ flex
sands of dollars in cash, hours Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
including about $2,000 BGSU students work here, easy
stuffed in an envelope in
walk from campus' Pay Is
1999, just before Porteous S7.30/hr. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products.
decided a major civil case
Inc 428 Clough St 8G OH
in their client's favor. They
also said they paid for meals,
trips and part of a bachelor
party for one of Porteous'
sons in Las Vegas, including
a lap dance at a strip club.

Obama awards posthumous
Medal of Honor to PA sergeant
The Associated Press

n—rj—p—p"TBPr_ r-

isn't about

Prosecutors allege judge filed fraudulent bankruptcy, lied to Congress
to convict him.
House prosecutors allege
that he was racking up debt
as he struggled with drinking and gambling problems.
They said he began accepting
cash, meals, trips and other
favors from people with business before his court, beginning as a state judge in the
1980s and continuing after he
was appointed to the federal
bench in 1994.
Defense attorneys have
sought to portray his behavior as business as usual
among lawyers and judges
in the New Orleans-area
legal community. They said
ethics rules were vague and
that he did nothing illegal
— certainly nothing that
warrants impeachment.
The panel of 12 senators
hearing the case, however,
have sharply questioned
defense witnesses at times,
expressing skepticism with
their arguments. Porteous,

The Daily Crossword Fix

"Today's vote

Senate wraps up judges
impeachment hearings
By Ben Evans
The Associated Press
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